Michael C. Bodine

1711 West Main Street
Richmond, VA 23220
bodinemc@vcu.edu
434.238.8425
Objective
To gain experience in a field in which I can grow in the areas of communications and
journalism writing. I hope to add to my continuing education with practical
experience beyond the classroom.

Writing Experience
Had articles published by many news publications, including the Catholic News
Herald, the Bedford Bulletin, the Henrico Citizen, AltDaily, etc.
Wrote on the General Assembly of 2012 for the Capitol News Service at VCU, where I
gave primary coverage on the controversial mandatory ultrasound bill and
covered other stories, such as the “Triggerman Rule” and Sen. Mark Warner’s
town hall meeting at VCU.
Very comfortable with AP style
Employment History

Digital
Cartographer,
Mapcom
Systems
LLC
September 2010-Present
Work part time in the production department using our M4 Solutions Suite
software to help telecommunications companies manage their various networks.
Sales Associate, Blue Ridge Soccer and Sports
May
2010 - August 2010
Responsibilities include fulfillment of team orders, general customer service, sales
to the public, stocking and display.
Office Assistant, Oakwood Country Club
January - May 2009
Assisted Business Manager with archiving files, miscellaneous jobs as assigned.

Busboy/Bartender Assistant, Outback Steakhouse
June - October 2008
General support for service and kitchen staff; provided bartender with essential
supplies.

Kitchen Staff, Sonic Restaurant
June - August 2007
Preparation/cooking of food; worked drive thru window; general cleaning of
kitchen and grill.

Education
Jefferson Forest High School - Advanced Studies
Graduated June
2009
Honors - National Honor Society
Virginia Commonwealth University- Major: Mass Communications(Public Relations)
Skills and Attributes
Very comfortable using Microsoft Office software applications
Comfortable with CAD software
Experienced in using Adobe Indesign, Adobe Audtion, Adobe Premiere, and several
other Adobe Creative suite applications
Noteworthy Information
Captain of High school soccer team my senior year
Captain of my club soccer team my senior year (Lynchburg United Soccer)
Member of my church’s diaconate group at First Christian Church
Completed volunteering in Lynchburg’s Rotary organization and volunteered in
Richmond at a Walk for Lupus
I’m comfortable using many of the Microsoft Office software applications, including
Excel, Power point, etc.
References
Jedd Zaring: High School Varsity Soccer coach, Blue Ridge Soccer and Sports, Owner
Phone Number:434-942-1324
Ms. Cynthia Taylor: High School Latin teacher
Phone Number: 434-238-6060
Michael Kelly: Former Principal at Forest Middle School, Family friend
Phone Number: 434-384-6851
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RICHMOND – Both chambers of the General Assembly started revising legislation forcing women to get a fetal ultrasound
before an abortion after Gov. Bob McDonnell persuaded lawmakers not to require a vaginal probe as part of the procedure.

That change was reflected in the revised version of House Bill 462 that the Senate Education and Health Committee
approved Thursday on an 8-7 party-line vote. This measure, sponsored by Delegate Kathy Byron, R-Lynchburg, will go
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before the full Senate next week.

Mar

13
McDonnell’s recommendation, requiring a “transabdominal” ultrasound but not a “transvaginal” one, also was adopted when

Tue

1.

9:30 am Student Leadership

the House voted 65-32 Wednesday to modify and approve Senate Bill 484.
Conference

On Friday, the Senate was ready to consider the change that the House had made to SB 484. But the bill’s sponsor, Sen. Jill

Mar

15

Holtzman Vogel, R-Winchester, withdrew the measure.
Thu

Originally, both HB 462 and SB 484 required an ultrasound that would establish the gestational age of the fetus. In many
cases, this would require a transvaginal procedure. Republican legislators supporting the legislation faced criticism from
Democrats and women’s groups and were the target of jokes on national television shows.
http://bristowbeat.com/?p=2391 (2 of 5) [3/12/2012 12:36:22 PM]
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17
Before Wednesday’s vote, McDonnell asked that the legislation be changed to eliminate the requirement for a transvaginal
ultrasound before an abortion.
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The Prince William-Manassas
Regional Science Fair

“It is clear that in the majority of cases, a routine external, transabdominal ultrasound is sufficient to meet the bills’ stated
Mar

19

purpose, that is, to determine gestational age,” McDonnell said in a prepared statement.
Mon

1.

“I have come to understand that the medical practice and standard of care currently guide physicians to use other

8:30 pm Brentsville District Town

procedures to find the gestational age of a child when abdominal ultrasounds cannot do so.”

Hall Meeting

Apr

The modifications made by GOP lawmakers at the governor’s request did not appease Democrats.
Delegate Charniele Herring, D-Alexandria, said McDonnell’s amendments to the bills make them “no less egregious or

28
Sat

11:00 am Occupied Brentsville:

intrusive.”
Civil War Weekend

Delegate Mark Sickles of Franconia also spoke out against the bills.

“The entire nation is now looking in and learning each day about our misplaced priorities,” said Sickles, who chairs the
House Democratic Caucus. “This most personal government intervention was not asked for, is unnecessary, and should be
vetoed when it reaches Gov. McDonnell’s desk.”

The Virginia Society for Human Life said it hoped the General Assembly would pass a law to “give women a greater degree
of information and protection from unscrupulous abortionists.”

“The Virginia Society for Human Life supports the right of women to see an ultrasound and hear her baby’s heartbeat before
undergoing the far more dangerous and invasive procedure of an abortion, the same procedure which is always a deadly
one for her unborn child,” said Olivia L. Gans, the group’s president.

Under the legislation, after performing a fetal ultrasound, medical professionals would offer the woman an opportunity to
view the sonogram image and hear the fetal heartbeat. A printout of the ultrasound image would be kept in the woman’s
http://bristowbeat.com/?p=2391 (3 of 5) [3/12/2012 12:36:22 PM]
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House Votes to Redefine ‘Triggerman’ Rule
Monday, Feb. 20, 2012 by Michael Bodine, Capital News Service | 10 comments | Email this story

Most Popular in News

RICHMOND – The Virginia House of Delegates has advanced a bill that would make a broader
range of criminals eligible for the death penalty.

Tuesday, Mar. 6 | 6931 views

House Bill 389, proposed by Delegate Todd Gilbert, R-Woodstock, would redefine the
“triggerman” rule in murder cases. The term “triggerman” refers strictly to the direct
perpetrators of homicide, according to the current state law.

Mother charged with murder seven
years after death of baby girl
Wednesday, Mar. 7 | 5277 views

Delegate Robert Bell, R-Charlottesville, said the goal of the bill is to make accomplices to the
“triggerman” just as eligible for the capital punishment.

Friday, Mar. 9 | 5193 views

Sterling family receives death threats
Tuesday, Mar. 6 | 5724 views

“We believe that in some circumstances, someone other than the triggerman is every bit as
culpable for the murder as the person who pulled the trigger, and therefore, it should be an
option for juries,” Bell said.
He had introduced an identical measure, HB 954. It was incorporated into HB 389.
On Tuesday, the House voted 72-28 for the bill. Eight Democrats, 63 Republicans and one
independent voted for the legislation; four Republicans and 24 Democrats voted against it.
The group Virginians for Alternatives to the Death Penalty questions the need for legislation like
HB 389. Steve Northup, executive director of VADP, said the state law is already broad enough
to incorporate those who assist the “triggerman” in a murder.
http://www.loudountimes.com/index.php/news/article/house_votes_to_redefine_triggerman_rule123/ (1 of 5) [3/12/2012 12:34:05 PM]
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“The word ‘triggerman’ is actually a misnomer,” Northup said. “For example, if there are two
guys, and one guy holds the victim down while the other guy shoots the victim, they can both be
prosecuted for capital murder …

Stay
Connected

“If you believe in capital punishment, then you believe it ought to be available for the worst of
the crimes committed by the most dangerous people. It’s already broad enough to handle that.”
Since the resumption of capital punishment in 1976, Virginia has had more executions than any
state except Texas.
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Northup said his main concern is that the bill could increase the use of an irreversible
punishment for a crime.
“Everybody knows that the criminal justice system makes mistakes,” Northup said. “We, from
time-to-time, convict innocent people … If you convict an innocent person, sentence him to
death and execute him, you can’t go back later and say, ‘Oh sorry we made a mistake.’ ”
Sen. Mark Obenshain, R-Harrisonburg, also offered a proposal to redefine the “triggerman” rule
– Senate Bill 58. However, it was killed last week in the Senate Courts of Justice Committee.
The committee voted 7-7 along party lines, with Sen. Bill Stanley, R-Franklin County, abstaining.
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As HB 389 now moves to the Senate, Northup hopes it will suffer the same fate there as SB 58.
But Bell remains optimistic about the bill’s passage in the Senate.
“We are hopeful that with the changes in the Senate and governor’s mansion, we can get this
passed this year,” he said.
Modifying the “triggerman” rule, he said, would allow courts to determine “whether individual
defendants on a case-by-case basis deserve the ultimate punishment for their actions.”
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According to these GOP clowns, Jesus would be packing a concealed weapon,
executing criminals like Paul Kersey, hating gays, and subjecting women to
humiliation. Oh yeah, and Jesus is a big supporter of tax cuts for the rich. It is
repeated in the Bible several times.

is an interactive, digital
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newspaper.

The only silver lining from observing these idiots is that maybe more than 40%
of the electorate will sacrifice 15 minutes of their day next fall to vote.

Open the e-edition
now.

Tue, Feb 21 at 02:07 PM by Jerk | Report this comment

Nice. Lets open up the death penalty to child molesters as well.
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Tue, Feb 21 at 12:02 PM by wondering | Report this comment

For the record: I did not vote for these dolts…if you did not vote, shame on you
and you now have no right to complain…next election cannot come fast enough!
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Great now the state can waste far more time and money executing more people;
just want we need.
Mon, Feb 20 at 10:25 PM by T | Report this comment
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Let Va take care of the criminals or soon it’ll be PG or SE here in Va. Wait til the
Metro gets to Tysons Corner and beyond…Crook Central. Look at what
happened to Springfield Mall. No crime = opportunity for good jobs, good
schools, etc., Crime = no jobs, lousy schools, etc.,,,,
Mon, Feb 20 at 08:32 PM by Dollarbillphil | Report this comment

Hey Red Wolf, don’t forget gums for gunnecks. Nothing for crumbling crowed
roads. Nothing for screwed up schools outside of Northern virginia. Nothing
for small business owners. No tax relief. Kill criminals. Let’s see what woman
have in their wombs. Give the gunnecks their guns, hunting on the Lord’s day
too. And don’t forget tax breaks for the wealthy. Middle class taking it in the
shorts, but, nothing for them, unless they want o hunt on Sundays or carry a gun
to Starbucks. The Commonwealth of retards
http://www.loudountimes.com/index.php/news/article/house_votes_to_redefine_triggerman_rule123/ (3 of 5) [3/12/2012 12:34:05 PM]
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Mon, Feb 20 at 05:14 PM by The Red Wolf | Report this comment

First vaginas, then teachers, now killing people. How does this create jobs?
Gop=bait and switch.
Mon, Feb 20 at 04:02 PM by Heehee | Report this comment

Gary also has guns strapped to his ears, wrists, and knees, and ankles. Gives
new meaning to weight-lifting. Love your lucky charms, indeed.
Seriously, someone argues that the death penalty is not immoral?
Mon, Feb 20 at 01:38 PM by wondering | Report this comment

“wouldn’t hesitate to shoot some dumb punks face off if he even looked at me
funny”
I sincerely hope that your post is meant to be be a joke…otherwise you would be
very scary indeed
Mon, Feb 20 at 11:58 AM by Gunneck Gary | Report this comment

All I know is this: if anyone wants to put me in a life or death situation you
better believe that I’m gonna walk away alive because I carry concealed. I’m
properly trained and registered and wouldn’t hesitate to shoot some dumb
punks face off if he even looked at me funny. I might use the gun on my hip or
maybe the gun on my ankle, I just don’t know - I carry both at all times, just in
case. I retain th right to defend my life or my family by using my guns. Nothing
bad hadls ever happened to me because I’m always armed and guns can solve all
sorts of problems. The other day I thought I was running late for work but
because I had my guns with me I was able to catch all green lights and make it
on time. I went to the dentist to get a cavity filled. It when I got there the dentist
said the tooth had filled itself - all because of guns. My mother had breast
cancer. It was given a clean bill of health because I told that cancer I own many
guns and that cancer decided to leave town before I shot it in it’s face. Guns save
lives. So does baby Jesus. I love my guns and I love my God. God is great. Guns,
too. Guns, guns, guns!

Comments express only the views of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views of this website or any associated
person or entity. Any user who believes a message is objectionable can contact us at moderator@timespapers.com.
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Gov. McDonnell signs mandatory ultrasound law
Thursday, Mar. 8, 2012 by By Michael Bodine, Capital News Service | 67 comments | Email this story

Most Popular in News

RICHMOND – The much-debated bill that requires ultrasound testing before abortions has
been signed into law by Gov. Bob McDonnell.

Tuesday, Mar. 6 | 6933 views

The bill, proposed by Del. Kathy Byron, R-Lynchburg, has been among the most hotly contested
social issues in this year’s General Assembly. It even sparked national criticism.

Mother charged with murder seven
years after death of baby girl

Sterling family receives death threats
Tuesday, Mar. 6 | 5724 views

Wednesday, Mar. 7 | 5279 views

McDonnell signed House Bill 462 into law on Wednesday. Because the measure was amended
multiple times, it first had to endure two votes from each house of the General Assembly this
session.
After signing the legislation, McDonnell issued a statement that acknowledged both sides of the
mandatory-ultrasound debate. He also stated why he saw it as a necessary measure.
“As difficult as an abortion decision is, the information provided by ultrasounds, along with
other information given by the doctor pursuant to current law and prevailing medical practice,
can help the mother make a fully informed decision,” McDonnell said.
“I believe that we become a more compassionate society when we enact reasonable legislation to
protect innocent human life.”
The Virginia Society for Human Life expressed its gratitude for the bill’s passage.
“In spite of an aggressive and deliberately deceitful public campaign waged by pro-abortion
http://www.loudountimes.com/index.php/news/article/gov._mcdonnell_signs_mandatory_ultrasound_law/ (1 of 20) [3/12/2012 12:38:01 PM]
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forces against passage of this bill, the members of the Virginia General Assembly did the right
thing by passing this reasonable bill,” said the society said Wednesday in a press release.
“The women and unborn children of Virginia owe a debt of thanks to (McDonnell) and the
General Assembly for supporting this pro-woman law.”
The original wording of Byron’s bill would have mandated the use of a transvaginal probing
procedure, but the bill was amended at McDonnell’s request to require only a transabdominal
ultrasound.
Many people in opposition to the measure pulled out the stops this past Saturday in the most
aggressive display of dissatisfaction of the bill. About 1,000 protesters stationed themselves on
the steps of the Capitol in a final attempt to stop McDonnell from signing the mandatory
ultrasound bill. Many protesters ignored police officers who commanded them to leave. About
30 people were arrested.
Democratic legislators were quick to voice their distaste for the governor’s signing of the bill.
Del. Kaye Kory, D-Fairfax, criticized McDonnell, saying his views on invasive government
procedures did not line up.
“Gov. McDonnell believes that federal health care reform is ‘big government’ and that airport
pat-downs are too invasive,” Kory said. “I can’t think of a single bill passed this session that is
more intrusive and contains more government meddling into private, personal decisions than a
requirement to get an unnecessary medical procedure solely to satisfy a rigid social agenda.”
Outcry over the governor’s decision to pass the bill extended beyond this year’s Democratic
members of the General Assembly.
Former Democratic Gov. Tim Kaine spoke out against the legislation. He said the issue distracts
from areas where legislators need to find common ground to allow the country to “create jobs,
grow our economy, educate our workforce and tackle our deficit.”
“Deviations into the social debates of the past not only distract from those challenges, but they
actually hurt our reputation as a world-class place to do business,” said Kaine, who is
campaigning for a U.S. Senate seat.
Brian Moran, who chairs the Democratic Party of Virginia, cited the bill in a fundraising plea for
his party. He has asked people who oppose the bill to make campaign donations to the
Democrats.
“Virginia Republicans know they cannot win this year if they don’t distract the public from their
dangerous, divisive and disgusting attack on women, so they’re trying to change the subject,”
Moran said.
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